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Abstract
School districts that implement stable matchings face various decisions that impact
assignments of students to schools. We study properties of the rank distribution of
students with random preferences when schools use different tie-breaking rules to rank
equivalent students. Under a single tie-breaking rule where all schools use the same
ranking, a constant fraction of students are assigned to one of their top choices. By
contrast, under a multiple tie-breaking rule where each school independently ranks students, a vanishing fraction of students are matched to one of their top choices. Even
so, we show that by restricting the students to submitting relatively short preference
lists under a multiple tie-breaking rule, a constant fraction of students will be matched
to one of their top choices, while only a “small” fraction of students will remain unmatched.
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Introduction

Two-sided matching markets have been an exciting research area ever since they were introduced by Gale and Shapley (1962). In these markets, each agent has ordinal preferences
over agents from the other side of the market. Despite the vast literature following Gale
and Shapley’s work, little is known about whom should agents should expect to be matched
to. One exciting area, in which the rank distribution plays a crucial role is school choice, as
school districts make policy decisions that have a direct impact on matchings.
A growing number of school districts, such as NYC and Boston (see Abdulkadiroğlu et al.
(2009) Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2005)), adopted centralized mechanisms to assign students
based on Gale and Shapley’s Deferred Acceptance algorithm, which selects a stable matching
with respect to schools’ and students’ preferences over each other. Schools, however, are often
not strategic and only use artificial preferences to break ties among equivalent students (see
Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez (2003)). Another decision school districts make is how many
schools students should rank. This paper provides some insights into the impact of such
choices on the students’ rank distribution.1
Two tie-breaking rules have been considered by school districts: single and multiple. Under the multiple tie-breaking rule (MTB), each school independently selects a random order
over students for breaking ties, and under the single tie-breaking rule (STB) all schools use
the same a priori order over students, which is selected uniformly at random. The choice
of which tie-breaking rule to use under the deferred acceptance mechanism was raised by
Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez (2003), who suggested that MTB may result in unnecessary inefficiency. Yet, school districts are often interested in the MTB rule, which naturally seems
more equitable (for example, this tie-breaking rule is adopted in Amsterdam). Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2009) empirically compared STB and MTB using NYC choice data and found
that STB results in more students receiving top choices but at the same time more students
receive “bad” choices or remain unassigned. In the present paper we take a first analytical
step in explaining these qualitative insights.
Consider first whether more students receive their first choice under STB than under
MTB. Intuitively, under STB the more schools a student is rejected from, the less likely she
is to cause other students (who may be assigned to their top choices) to be rejected from
1
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other schools. This intuition suggests that indeed STB yields more top choices. However,
we provide a counterexample of a market in which more students, in expectation, receive
their top choice under MTB than under STB (Example 1).
This motivates the study of large two-sided matching markets, in which students have
random preferences over schools. For simplicity, in our model all students belong to a single
priority class, or have the equal right to access all schools. We study how the choice of the
tie-breaking rule affects the rank distribution of students and ask how many students are
likely to be assigned to one of their “top” choices under each tie-breaking rule. We further
explore the effect of having short preference lists on the number of students who get assigned
to their top choices and the number of students who remain unassigned.
Our Contributions. We first study markets in which students rank all schools, and each
school has a constant capacity. We show that under the MTB rule students are unlikely to
get one of their top choices. Formally, for any constant number k, with high probability a
vanishing fraction of students are matched to one of their k most preferred schools as the
market grows large. This is in sharp contrast to the STB rule, under which a constant fraction
of students are matched to one of their top k preferred choices. While intuitively MTB may
provide students more opportunities to get one of their top preferences, it actually creates
harsher competition among students. To get some intuition that that the STB rule results
in many students receiving top choices, observe that the deferred acceptance mechanism
with STB and with one priority class is equivalent to the Random Serial Dictatorship, under
which each student chooses a seat in a random order.
We next analyze the effect of shortening preference lists on assignments of students to
schools Complementing the first result, we show that under the MTB rule it is possible to
select the length of the preference lists such that not only a large fraction of students get
one of their top choices, but also only a “small” fraction of students remain unmatched.
One interesting case where shortening preference lists has a substantial impact on students’
rankings is when there there is a shortage of seats (this is an interesting case as often some
schools are known to be better than others). In the extreme case where there is a linear
shortage of seats, we show that with high probability the rank distribution of students can
be improved without increasing the number of unassigned students. Intuitively, under MTB,
allowing long preference lists essentially creates a thick market, whereas shortening the lists
3

reduces the competition and produces better outcomes for matched students. In Section
5 we provide a more detailed discussion of our results and a comparison to the empirical
findings of Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2009).
Our main results are derived for markets in which the capacity of each school remains
constant as the market grows large. In Section 2.3, however, we discuss why in a market
with a small number of schools, each with a large capacity, the rank distribution under STB
will (almost) stochastically dominate the rank distribution under MTB. If there are enough
seats overall for students, STB and MTB will generate very similar outcomes. Otherwise,
students who are temporarily admitted to their first choice under the deferred acceptance
algorithm, are less likely to be rejected under STB than under MTB, since other rejected
students (from other schools), are are selected to have very bad lottery numbers.
From a technical point of view, one of the novelties of our proof method is the explicit
use of (non trivial) capacities. Most papers that study random matching markets assume
either explicitly or implicitly that there is a large imbalance in the market, which leads to
an analysis similar to that of one-to-one matching markets.2 Our method allows us to get a
better grasp of the dependence of the parameters of interest on capacities and thus we are
able to extend the arguments to non constant capacities. The main aim of our analysis is
to simplify the random process that corresponds to the deferred acceptance algorithm by
coupling it with a simpler random process.

1.1

Related Work

A number of papers have used randomly generated markets to study different properties of
two-sided matching markets. A closely related work is that by Che and Tercieux (2014), who
propose a deferred acceptance-like mechanism based on a “circuit breaker.” Their algorithm
does not allow students who are preferred by a certain school to push out other students who
rank that school much higher than the preferred students, thus allowing to improve the rank
distribution at the expense of few students’ priorities. Their mechanism is also reminiscent
of the Chinese Parallel, described by Chen and Kesten (2013).
2
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Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2009) raise the question of choosing between STB and MTB in the
context of the NYC school choice system. Independently of this paper, Arnosti (2015) studies
the impact of STB and MTB on the number of matches made when agents’ preferences lists
are short and random, and also finds that STB leads to many more students receiving their
top choices than MTB does. When the mechanism of choice is the Top Trading Cycles
mechanism, both Pathak and Sethuraman (2011) and Carroll (2014) extend the results of
Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez (1998) and show that there is no difference between a single
tie-breaking (i.e., using random serial dictatorship) and a multiple tie-breaking rule (TTC
with random endowments). It is important to note that instances of indifference in schools’
priorities over students have also yielded other very interesting approaches, among them
are the stable improvement cycles of Erdil and Ergin (2008), the efficiency-adjusted DA of
Kesten (2011), and the choice-augmented DA of ?.
The effect of requiring students to submit short preferences has been described and
studied by Haeringer and Klijn (2009), and experimentally tested by Calsamiglia et al.
(2010). However, the idea of using truncation and dropping strategies as isn’t novel; see for
example Roth and Rothblum (1999) and Kojima and Pathak (2009).3
We are not the first to study the properties of the rank distribution in two-sided matching
markets. Pittel (1989) studied the mens’ average rank in a balanced stable marriage model
with random preferences and showed that under men-optimal stable matching, the men’s
average rank is approximately ln n and every man is assigned to one of his top ln2 n preferred
women with high probability. Ashlagi et al. (2013) showed that if there are fewer men
than women, men are matched on average to at most their ln n-th choice under any stable
matching. Our main result, which shows that only a few students obtain one of their top
preferences under MTB, is not implied by Ashlagi et al. (2013). Both of our results are
robust to a small imbalance in the market.

2

The model and preliminary findings

In a school choice problem there are n students, each of whom can be assigned to one seat at
one of m schools. We denote the set of students by S and the set of schools by C, each with
3
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some fixed capacity. Each student has a strict preference ranking over all schools. Denote the
rank of a school c in the preference list of student s to be the number of schools that s weakly
prefers to c. Thus the most preferred school for s has rank 1. Unless otherwise specified,
students’ preferences over schools are drawn independently and uniformly at random.
Each school c ∈ C has a priority ranking over students that is used to break ties between students in the same priority class. We assume each school has a single priority class
containing all students, and thus each school uses a single ordering to break ties between
students.
A matching of students to schools assigns each student to at most one seat and at most
q students to each school. A matching is unstable if there is a student s and a school c such
that s prefers to be assigned to c over his current assignment, and c either has a vacant seat
or a student witofh lower priority than s. A matching is stable if it is not unstable.
Gale and Shapley (1962) showed that a stable matching always exists and, under strict
preferences, there is one matching that is weakly preferred by all students, called the studentoptimal stable matching. They further proposed the student-proposing deferred acceptance
algorithm that computes this matching with respect to students’ revealed preferences and
school priority rankings.

2.1

Tie-breaking rules

We consider two common tie-breaking rules with which school districts determine priority
rankings of schools over students. Under a multiple tie-breaking rule (MTB) each school
independently selects a priority ranking over all students. Under a single tie-breaking rule
(STB) all schools use the same priority order, which is selected uniformly at random a
priori. One way of implementing STB is to assign to each student a lottery number drawn
independently and uniformly at random from [0, 1]. Similarly, MTB can be implemented in a
similar fashion by using a different draw (and thus different lottery numbers) for each school.
MTB and STB naturally lead to different outcomes and we are interested in analyzing the
properties of the rank distribution of students under these two tie-breaking rules.

6

2.2

No dominance in first choices

Consider a student who is rejected from some school under both MTB and STB. One would
expect that this student would more likely be rejected from her next choice due under STB
than under MTB owing to the information about her lottery number. This would suggest
that, in expectation, more students are assigned to their top choice under the STB rule than
under the MTB rule. We show here that with arbitrary preferences and capacities, somewhat
surprisingly, this is not always the case.
Example 1. Consider the following market. There are 5 schools with capacities q1 = 40,
q2 = 10, q3 = 500, q4 = 5000, and q5 = 20000. There are 4 types of students. There are
50 students of type 1 with preferences c1 > c2 > c3 > c4 > c5 , 10 students of type 2 with
preferences c2 > c5 , 500 students of type 3 with preferences c3 > c4 > c5 , and 5000 students
of type 4 with preferences c4 > c5 .
Computer simulations show that expectation the fractions of students who obtain their
first choice under STB and under MTB are 0.9951 and 0.9955, respectively.4
The main idea behind Example 1 is that under MTB rejected chains are shorter in
expectation than under STB. To see this, first notice that after the first round of the studentproposing deferred acceptance algorithm, all students of types 2 and 3 and 4 are accepted
to their first choice. Also observe that after the first round, 10 students of type 1 will be
rejected from their first choice, c1 . These rejected students are less likely to be accepted to
their second choice, c2 , under STB than under MTB. Furthermore, a student who is accepted
to c2 in the second round triggers a rejection chain that goes immediately to school c5 , which
has enough capacity for all students. Finally, roughly speaking, a student of type 1 who is
accepted to c3 is likely to trigger a chain of length 2 till it reaches c5 .
Despite this example, we conjecture that STB leads to more students receiving their
first choices in expectation under a general class of symmetric distributions, such as when
preferences are all drawn from a symmetric logit choice model. This example motivates us
to study large markets, in which each student has random preferences.
4
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2.3

Examples with large capacities

In this section, we use a couple of simple examples to illustrate that the students’ rank
distribution under STB (almost) first-order stochastically dominates the rank distribution
under MTB, when there is a small number of schools with large capacities.5 In the remainder
of the paper we will study students’ rank distribution when schools have small capacities
relative to the size of the market.
Consider a school choice problem with two schools, each of which has q seats. Also,
suppose there are n = 2q (or more) students. With uniform preferences, most students
are matched to their first choice in the student-optimal stable matching and in fact the
rank distribution under MTB and STB is identical. This holds because only one school
√
is overdemanded (by approximately q students) and all rejected students are assigned to
their second choice, which is necessarily underdemanded.
To make this example slightly more interesting, suppose now that there are only 0.8q seats
in each of the two schools. (One may also think of a situation in which there are two schools
that are more preferred by all students and students compete for seats in these two schools.)
Roughly speaking, almost all admitted students obtain their first choice under STB. The
reason is that rejected students are likely to have a very low lottery number and thus are
very unlikely to cause the rejection of tentatively accepted students from their second choice
(who are likely to have a high lottery number). Furthermore, even if a rejected student
bumps out a tentatively accepted student, the latter will not cause further rejections. Under
the MTB rule, however, a student rejected from her first choice gets a new lottery number
for her second choice, and is therefore likely to bump out a tentatively accepted student,
who in turn has a non-negligble probability (around 0.8) of bumping out another student
and so on. This will cause a relatively short acceptance-rejection chain, of length which is
roughly distributed geometrically with parameter 0.2.6
When capacities are small, obtaining such qualitative insights is more involved since the
5

In general, when there is a (linearly) large surplus of seats, STB and MTB will generate very similar

outcomes.
6
It may be convenient for the reader to consider this example within the continuum framework of ?.
Under STB, both schools’ cutoffs equal 0.2, and students either get their first choice, or remain unmatched.
√
Under MTB, cutoffs equal 0.2 ≈ 0.447, meaning that out of the accepted students, 69% get their first
choice and 31% get their second choice.
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lottery numbers of rejected students do not provide much information. In what follows we
analyze markets in which schools have smaller capacities.

3

Markets with small capacities: Average rankings and
top choices

Motivated by Example 1 and the discussion about large capacities, in this section we study
properties of the rank distribution in school-choice problems when there are many schools,
each of which has a “small” capacity, and students have random preferences. For simplicity,
each school has the same capacity q and we denote by q = qm the total number of seats.
Section 3.1 provides properties of the rank distribution under MTB and Section 3.2 studies
the rank distribution under STB.
Main Theorem. Suppose q ≤ n + d for some constant d (either positive or negative). Then
for any constant k, the expected fraction of students who are matched to their top k choice
under the student-optimal stable matching approaches zero under MTB, but approaches a
positive constant under STB.
Before we proceed further, a few more words are in place regarding our strong assumption
that preferences are drawn uniformly at random. Our analysis still holds when there is limited
correlation in students’ preferences, allowing for limited “degree of school popularity”, and
thus resulting in the same qualitative insights. When correlation is high, with the extreme
that all students agree on the rankings, STB and MTB will lead to a similar rank distribution,
as only few students are assigned to one their top choices (thus one can interpret our model
as focusing on a sub market with schools of similar popularity).

3.1

Properties of the rank distribution under MTB

Ashlagi et al. (2013) show that there is a significant advantage to being on the short side in
a two-sided matching market. In particular, students have a much better rank if there are
sufficiently many seats than in the case where there is a shortage of seats. Denote by Avg(π)
the matched students’ average rank of schools under the student-optimal stable matching
when the tie-breaking rule π is used.
9

Proposition 3.1 (Ashlagi et al. (2013)). Suppose q = 1, n = q + d for some (possibly
negative) constant d, and fix any  > 0. If d > 0, the probability that Avg(M T B) is at least
(1 − ) lnnn converges to 1 as n grows large. If d ≤ 0, the probability that Avg(M T B) is at
most (1 + ) ln n converges to 1 as n grows large.
When there is a shortage of seats, students are on average matched to bad choices and
when then there is a surplus of seats students are on average much better off (and matched
to good choices).
We next study the fraction of students who get one of their top choices. In the first main
result, Theorem 3.2, we show that very few students receive one of their top choices under
MTB as the market grows large even when students are on the short side of the market.
Denote by Rk (π) the expected fraction of students who get one of their top k choices under
the student-optimal stable matching when the tie-breaking rule π is used. The combination
of the results from these two section gives the following main theorem.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose q ≤ n + d for some constant d (either positive or negative).7 Then
for any constant k, Rk (M T B) approaches 0 as n approaches infinity.8
We remark here that Theorem 3.2 still holds when every agent has a preference list of
length f (m) for any super-constant function f of m, i.e., a function that approaches infinity
as m approaches infinity.
The proof, given in Section A, is based on the following steps. Fix some arbitrary
school c. By symmetry and linearity of expectation observe that Rk (M T B) equals the
expected number of students who are admitted to c and c is among their top k preferences.
Denote the latter amount by E [Xc ]. Next, we show that school c receives many more
applications than the number of students who list c in one of their top k choices. Formally,
c receives at least Ω(ln n) proposals with high probability. Moreover, with high probability
the number of students who list c in one of their top k choices, denoted by ψ(k), is very
7

In fact, our result also holds when there is a large sublinear surplus. In particular, it holds for d = nb ,

where b is a constant less than 1. The same proof goes through, with minor modifications (merely different
choices of constants).
8
As long as the number of seats is larger than the number of students, the result holds for any stable
matching. As the proof will show, as long as k is a constant, Theorem 3.2 holds when q grows more slowly
than ln n. If q̄ is a constant, then the proof also holds if k grows more slowly than ln n.
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small (sub-logarithmic in n). Therefore, since each student who applies to c is admitted with


ψ(k)
probability at most O(q/ ln n), E [Xc ] ≤ O q ln
. This implies that E [Xc ] approaches 0
n
as n approaches infinity.
In sharp contrast to MTB, we show that under STB at least half of the assigned students
receive their first choice (Section 3.2). MTB fails to have this property because when a
student gets rejected from multiple schools, she still has a “reasonable” chance of being
accepted to a different school (where she has a new generated lottery number), which may
trigger a rejection of some other student who may be assigned to one of her top choices.

3.2

Properties of the rank distribution under STB

In this subsection we discuss the properties of the rank distribution under STB. We provide
two propositions, the proofs of which are deferred to Appendix E.
Proposition 3.3. Under STB, the students’ average rank of schools is O(ln min{n, q}).
The intuition for this result follows from observing that the deferred acceptance algorithm
under STB is equivalent to random serial dictatorship algorithm, which lets students pick
in a random order their favorite school from among schools that still have vacancies. When
it is the turn of the (i + 1)-th student to choose a school, the rank she will obtain is,
roughly speaking, a geometric random variable with a success probability of at least

i
m−i

and summing up these random variables gives the result. Observe that, unlike in the MTB
setting, Proposition 3.3 holds even if students are on the long side.
Since preferences are random, the intuition captured through the random serial dictatorship algorithm suggests that many students (especially among those who pick early in the
random order) are likely to obtain their first choices.
Proposition 3.4. Let t = min{n, q} be the total number of assigned students under STB.
Then:

(i) The expected number of students assigned to their first choice under STB is at

least t/2. Moreover, (ii) the total number of students assigned to their first choice under
STB is w.h.p.9 at least (1 − ε)(t/2) for any ε > 0.
9

Given a sequence of events {En }, we say that this sequence occurs with high probability (w.h.p.) if

limn→∞

1−P[En ]
n−θ

= 0, for some constant θ > 0.
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It follows directly from Proposition 3.4 that in expectation at least half of the students
receive their top choice when the number of students is not more than the number of seats.

4

Short preference lists

School districts often allow students to submit only a short preference list. Therefore since
matched students are assigned to one of their listed choices, this can be a way to get around
Theorem 3.2. Of course, shortening the lists also may increase the number of unassigned
students. We analyze this tradeoff next.
Theorem 4.1. Let Uk denote the number of unassigned students given that students submit
only their k most preferred schools under the MTB rule.
1. If n = (1 + ε)q for some constant ε ∈ R+ , then there exists a random variable ∆ such
that Uk ≤ εq + ∆, where
(a) E [∆] ≤ e−εk q,
(b) ∆ is not much larger than µ = e−εk q, in the following sense (Chernoff bounds):
−δ 2 µ

P [∆ > µ(1 + δ)] ≤ e 3
 δ−1 µ
e
P [∆ > δµ] ≤
δδ

∀0 < δ < 1
∀δ > 1

2. If n = q + d for some d = o(q), then there exists a random variable ∆ such that
Uk < d + ∆, where:
(a) E [∆] ≤ 2q/k for all k ≤ m.
(b) W.v.h.p.

10

∆ ≤ (2 + ε0 )q/k, for all ε, ε0 > 0 and k ≤ q 1/3−ε .

It is important to note here that when lists are short, deferred acceptance is not strategyproof. However, our model, in which preferences are drawn uniformly at random and each
student’s preference list is taken to be her private information, allows us to abstract away
10

Given a sequence of events {En }, we say that this sequence occurs with very high probability (w.v.h.p.)
1−P[En ]
if limn→∞
= 0.
0.4
exp −(log n)
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from strategic decisions as it is an equilibrium profile for each student to rank their top k
choices.
The proof for Theorem 4.1 appears in Section A.2. When there are not enough seats,
Ashlagi et al. (2013) prove that, on average, students are assigned to schools that rank low
on their list. Even when there is a seat for every student, but not enough seats in “good
schools,” the same phenomenon occurs: students who are assigned to good schools are in fact
assigned to schools that rank low on their list (compared to other good schools). Theorem
4.1 suggests a remedy by shortening the lists. Indeed, shortening the lists can significantly
improve the average rank of assigned students, while ensuring that the number of assigned
students does not decrease significantly or does not decrease at all, as shown in the following
corollary.
Corollary 4.2. Suppose n = (1 + ε)q, and let k =

1+δ
ε

· ln q, where ε, δ are positive constants.

Then, w.h.p. ∆ = 0.
Proof. By Theorem 4.1 we have E [∆] ≤ e−(1+δ) ln q q = q −δ . So, P [∆ > 1] ≤ q −δ .
In Section 6 we use simulations to study settings with larger capacities (e.g., q =

√

n)

and observe similar trends. Finally, in Appendix A we provide a counterpart for Theorem
4.1 for the case where in which there is a surplus of seats, and we observe that very similar
bounds obtain (Theorem A.6).

5
5.1

Discussion
STB vs. MTB

In a seminal paper comparing school choice mechanisms, Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez write:
“Using a single tie-breaking lottery might be a better idea in school districts
that adopt a Gale-Shapley student-optimal stable mechanism, since this practice
eliminates part of the inefficiency: In this case, any inefficiency will be necessarily
caused by a fundamental policy consideration and not by an unlucky lottery draw.
In other words, the tie-breaking will not result in additional efficiency loss if it
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is carried out through a single lottery (while that is likely to happen if the tiebreaking is independently carried out across different schools).” (Abdulkadiroğlu
and Sönmez, 2003, Footnote 14).
This paper provides the first analytical comparison between STB and MTB in a model with
random preferences.11 Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2009) show that (i) STB and MTB cannot be
compared in terms of stochastic dominance, i.e., neither one stochastically dominates the
other, and (ii) no strategy-proof and stable mechanism performs better than any specific tiebreaking rule. They further present empirical evidence suggesting that STB performs better
at the higher end of the rank distribution, whereas MTB outperforms STB at the lower
end. Our model provides support for the latter observation (Theorem 3.2). The intuition is
roughly as follows. Consider what the probability is that student s who has been assigned
to school c at the end of the first round of DA, will be rejected by the school in the second
round. Since student s was assigned to her top choice under STB, we learn that she probably
had a good lottery number, whereas future contenders for her seat who were rejected from
several other schools probably had bad lottery numbers and are unlikely to cause s to be
rejected. Under MTB, however, the fact that someone was rejected from a different school
provides less information about her chances of taking s’s place in school c.
A similar argument supports the frequently mentioned claim by school choice practitioners that MTB is in some sense “more fair” than STB. Indeed, consider a student who has
been rejected from many schools. Under STB (but not under MTB) it is likely that she will
also be rejected from the next school she applies to, because she probably has a low lottery
number. When there are more seats than students, Pittel (1992) shows that every student

gets assigned to at most her O ln2 n rank, but under STB the last assigned student gets
assigned to at least her

n
2

rank. Computer simulations suggest that in general there is a

tipping point in the rank distribution, such that STB dominates until that point (assigns
more people to high-ranked schools), but MTB dominates afterwards (assigns fewer people
to low-ranked schools). Formalizing and proving this claim is a very interesting direction for
future research.
It is also interesting to gain insights into the rank distribution when students are on
the long side of the market, as often some schools are better than other schools. In this
11

Our analysis ignores multiple priority classes.
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case our model suggests that STB significantly outperforms MTB both in the average rank
of students (Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.3) and in assigning more students to their top
choices (Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 3.4).

5.2

How many schools are students allowed to list?

School districts, such as Boston and NYC, often allow students to rank only a small number
of schools. One concern is that many students will remain unassigned, which will result in an
excessive administrative burden.12 Theorem 4.1 provides a rationale for shortening lists in
addition to some guidance for practitioners. It shows that by shortening lists (appropriately)
under MTB, the social planner can bound the fraction of people who get assigned to a school
they do not like, whereas allowing long lists may leave only a very small number of people with
their top choices (this effect is even stronger when the students are on the long side).13 This
observation also resonates with the logic behind the “circuit-breaker” mechanism of Che and
Tercieux (2014). Indeed, setting a small number of choices and then later administratively
assigning unmatched students can be viewed as a rudimentary way to implement a two-stage
mechanism.

6

Simulations

We present several simulation results in order to convey some of their implications for the
rank distribution. All figures show the cumulative rank distribution function that students
receive under different mechanisms.
The left panel in Figure 1 shows that as the number of students (and seats) grows large,
the percentage of students who get their top choices under MTB becomes smaller. The fact
that the difference between the percentage of those students, when n = 104 and n = 103 , is
roughly similar to the difference between n = 105 and n = 104 follows from the logarithmic
decay rate proved in Theorem 3.2. The right panel in Figure 1, where q = 1, shows more
clearly the same intuition for positions 5 to 20. In this panel it is also more visible that as the
12

Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2009) provide empirical evidence that many students in NYC remain unmatched

after the first round.
13
We do not formally compare the number of unassigned people under both STB and MTB; however, we
believe that MTB actually performs better in the sense of leaving fewer people unassigned.
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number of students increases, the rank distribution becomes more flat. Figure 2 represents
a similar plot when there is a surplus of seats. Observe that the percentage of students
assigned to their top choices still becomes smaller as the number of students grows; this
percentage in fact converges to 0 by Theorem 3.2.

Figure 1: Rank distribution under MTB with q = 10 (left) and q = 1 (right)

Figure 2: Rank distribution under MTB with q = 1 and m = n + 10 (i.e., when there is a
surplus of seats)
When we look at the corresponding graphs for STB (Figure 3), the situation is completely
different. In this case, all three lines are on top of each other, with the rank distribution
barely changing as n increases. Under this representation, the area of the region enclosed
by the cumulative rank distribution function and the line y = 1 represents the expected
rank (where y denotes the vertical axis). Observe the significant difference between STB
and MTB in terms of the expected rank.
The next set of figures relates to the effect of allowing students to submit only a limited
number of schools under MTB. Figure 4 shows the effect of submitting short lists when the
16

Figure 3: Rank distribution under STB with q = 10 (left) and q = 1 (right)
market is balanced. Each of the three panels corresponds to one of the lines in the left panel
of Figure 1, where the brighter-colored line is exactly the same as the one in Figure 1, and
the darker-colored line represents the rank distribution when students submit only their top
5 schools. The simulations show that the darker-colored lines do not go down as market
size increases, and that the percentage of unassigned students does not increase either, as
predicted in Theorem 4.1.

Figure 4: The effect of submitting short lists (balanced markets); q = 10
Figure 5 illustrates what happens in an unbalanced market, when the students submit
lists of different lengths. The left panel shows that as the length of preference lists increases,
the percentage of unassigned students decreases, but this is accompanied by an increase in
the expected rank of schools that students receive. The right panel shows this effect in full,
when it compares the case of submitting only 20 schools to the case of submitting a list
containing all the schools (k = 4000).
Figure 6 plots the effect of shortening preference lists when the market is unbalanced and
the capacities are relatively large. In particular, q = 100, m = 100, and n = 1002 + 100.
Note that when students submit their full preferences, the number of people getting their
17

Figure 5: The effect of submitting short lists (unbalanced markets); q = 1
first choice is very small (recall that under STB at least half of the population gets their
first choice). However, as lists become shorter, the rank distribution becomes better, while
the number of unassigned students does not increase notably.

Figure 6: The effect of submitting short lists (unbalanced markets); q = 100

7

Conclusion

In school choice environments, in which students are often coarsely grouped into priority
classes, choosing a tie-breaking rule can have a significant effect on the resulting rank distribution. Information about this distribution is not only an important way to guide school
choice design, but also beneficial for students who need to go through the arguably costly
task of ranking schools.
Our results indicate that pairing the deferred acceptance mechanism with the MTB rule
leads to far fewer students getting one of their top choices than pairing it with the STB rule.
Interestingly, shortening preference lists appropriately can overcome the drawbacks of MTB,
so that many students receive top choices while few remain unmatched.
This direction of research is important for other two-sided matching markets as well. For
18

instance, providing better information to residents or hospitals regarding the rank distribution resulting in the NRMP can significantly impact and possibly optimize their interviewing
process.
This paper contributes to a growing line of research on two-sided matching markets with
random preferences that aims to understand outcomes in typical markets. While qualitative results provide useful insights, quantitative results should be taken with caution. For
simplicity our model assumes that preferences are drawn independently and uniformly at
random. This allows us to bypass technical issues, but also to abstract away from strategic
issues when analyzing short preference lists. For example, when students’ preferences are
correlated one should analyze equilibrium outcomes as students may submit false preferences when their lists are short. Nevertheless, our results can be extended to also allow
random preferences in which no school is significantly “better” than any other school (see,
e.g., Immorlica and Mahdian (2005) and Kojima and Pathak (2009)).
Finally, we raise here two questions. First, we conjecture that STB second-order stochastically dominates MTB.14 Second, we believe that if students’ preferences are independently
drawn from a symmetric logit choice model, STB maximizes the number of students who
get their first choice.
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A

Analysis

We fix some notation and then proceed to the proof. We use a version of the deferred
acceptance algorithm that accepts an infinite stream of integers, representing a source of
randomness from which students’ preferences are drawn. We use square brackets to denote a
range, i.e., [n] = {1, . . . , n}. Let S be a sequence of integers in [m], such that each integer in
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[m] appears an infinite number of times in S. Let S[j] denote the prefix of S up to the j-th
place, and let Sh denote the h-th integer in S. The student-proposing deferred acceptance
algorithm with k rounds based on S (denoted by DA (k)) works as described in Algorithm 1
by letting all proposers in a specific round draw schools one by one, while skipping any
school they already proposed to. Note that when a prefix of size j is read, it is possible that
fewer than j proposals were made, because some integers were read by students who already
proposed to those schools. The regular deferred acceptance algorithm (without limit on the
number of rounds) is denoted by DA (= DA (∞)).
We almost always omit the dependency of DA (k) and DA on the schools’ preferences,
assuming they are drawn at random as described above. Whenever we refer to DA (k) or
DA without specifying a stream S, it means that we refer to the operation of the deferred
acceptance algorithm on a random stream in which every integer is drawn uniformly at
random from [m]. At the same time we ignore the (measure 0) event of having a stream
in which some integer appears only finitely many times. Some of our results are related
to the expectation of the rank distribution and others are concentration results. For the
latter we often use the expression with high probability (also denoted by w.h.p.) to mean
with probability at least 1 − nλ , and with very high probability (w.v.h.p.) to mean with
λ

probability at least 1 − e−n , for some λ > 0.
Finally, we say that a Probability Mass Function (PMF) P : Z+ → R+ stochastically
P
P
dominates PMF Q : Z+ → R+ if for any i ∈ Z+ we have: ij=0 P (j) ≥ ij=0 Q(j).

A.1

Proof of Theorem 3.2

Let us first provide a proof sketch.
Proof Sketch. For each school c, we define a random variable Xc that takes values in {0, 1, . . . , q}
and denotes the number of students who are admitted to school c and c is among their top k
P

choices. Note that Rk = E
c∈C Xc /n. By linearity of expectation and symmetry, we have
Rk = E [Xc ] for any fixed c ∈ C. So the theorem is proved if we show that E [Xc ] approaches
0 as n approaches infinity.
To prove the latter fact, first we show that school c receives at least Ω(ln n) proposals
with high probability. Second, we show that with high probability, the number of students
who have listed c in one of their top k positions, denoted by ψ(k), is sub-logarithmic in n.
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Algorithm 1: DA (k) based on S
Input: k, S, schools’ preferences
Output: Matching µ
P ← [n]
h←0
∀c ∈ C : µ[c] ← ∅
for round ← 1 to k do
for s in P do
if s already proposed to all schools then
continue
end
while s already proposed to Sh do
h←h+1
end
µ[Sh ] ← µ[Sh ] ∪ {s}
h←h+1
end
P ←∅
for c in C do
T ← top q students in µ[c] according to c’s preference
P ← P ∪ (µ[c] \ T )
µ[c] ← T
end
sort P
end
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These two facts imply E [Xc ] ≤ O



q ψ(k)
ln n



, because each of the students who applied to c and

have c in one of their top k positions would be admitted with probability at most O(q/ ln n).
So, each of them contributes at most O(q/ ln n) to E [Xc ]. Since there are at most ψ(k)


q ψ(k)
such students, it follows that E [Xc ] ≤ O ln n . This proves the promised claim: E [Xc ]
approaches 0 as n approaches infinity.
Remark 1. Given that k is a constant, Theorem 3.2 still holds when q = o(ln n). In
fact, the same proof works; here, we verify this by following the same proof sketch. Note
that E [Xc ] ≈

q ψ(k)
.
ln(n/q)

So, E [Xc ] approaches 0 when q = o(ln(n/q)), or equivalently, when

q = o(ln n).
Remark 2. Given that q is a constant, Theorem 3.2 holds for any k = o(ln n). To see
why, it is enough to follow the proof of Theorem 3.2 and note that when k = o(ln n), the
right-hand side of concentration bound (1) still approaches 0 as n approaches infinity, for a
suitable choice of θ > 1.
Before proceeding to the proof, we introduce two parameters, r and δ, that are frequently
used in the analysis. During the analysis, we typically find it helpful to run DA for only r
rounds. We define r = 4m1/2 /q. Another frequently used parameter in our analysis is δ,
which is set to 3/4 in this proof.
Next, we state two lemmas that are required to prove Theorem 3.2. In the first lemma,
we show that with high probability, most of the schools are not empty by the end of DA (r).
Lemma A.1. The probability of having more than mδ empty schools by the end of DA (r)
is at most r · e−

qm2δ−1
16

The proof for Lemma A.1 is deferred to Section B. Next, we show that w.h.p. the total
number of proposals sent in DA (r) is at least Ω(m ln m); this is a consequence of the next
lemma.
δ

Lemma A.2. Let l = m(ln m − t) for some t > 0. Then, with probability at least 1 − met+1 −
r · e−

qm2δ−1
16

, at least l proposals are sent in DA (r).

A suitable choice of t, e.g. t = 4/5 ln m, implies that w.h.p. the total number of proposals
sent in DA (r) is at least Ω(m ln m). Lemma A.2 is proved in Section B.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.2.
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Proof of Theorem 3.2. We follow the proof sketch. Recall that we define a random variable
Xc for each school c ; Xc is the number of students who are admitted to c and c is among their
P

top k choices. Notice that Rk = E
c∈C Xc /n. By linearity of expectation and symmetry,
we have Rk = E [Xc ] for any fixed c ∈ C. So the theorem is proved if we show that E [Xc ]
approaches 0 as n approaches infinity.
We now formally prove the above fact in three steps. In Step 1, we show that school c
receives at least Ω(ln n) proposals with high probability. In Step 2, we show that with high
probability, the number of students who have listed c in one of their top k positions is a
sub-logarithmic function of m. Step 3 simply uses what we proved in the first two steps to
complete the proof.
Step 1 We use Lemma A.2 with t = 4/5 ln m. This implies DA (r) makes at least m ln m/5
proposals with probability at least
1−

2δ−1
mδ + 1
− qm16
−
r
·
e
,
et

which is at least 1 − 2m−1/20 for large enough m.15 Now, given the school c, we want to show
that this school receives at least O(ln m) proposals. We just showed that at least m ln m/5
proposals will be sent with high probability. Thus, DA (r) reads a prefix of S with length
at least j = m ln m/5. To complete Step 1, we show that w.h.p. school c appears at least
Ω(ln m) times in S[j]. Using this fact we then show that at least Ω(ln m) different schools
propose to c.
Let E(c) be the event in which c appears at least ln m/10 times in S[j]. To complete Step
1, we first prove that E(c) holds with high probability; this is done by a standard application
of Chernoff bounds. For each index h, let Yh be a binary random variable that is 1 iff Sh = c.
hP
i
j
Let µ = E
Y
h=1 h ; note that since Yh is a Bernoulli random variable with mean 1/m, we
have µ = ln m/5. By Chernoff bounds we have
" j
#
X
−2 µ
P
Yh < µ(1 − ) ≤ e 2 = m−1/40 ,
h=1

for  = 1/2. So, the probability that c appears less than ln m/10 times in S[j] is at most
m−1/40 .
15

E.g. m > 5 works if q ≥ 16; m > 105 suffices for q = 1. We have not tried to optimize this constant.
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Proposition A.3. For any school c, E(c) holds with probability at least 1 − m−1/40 .
Assuming that c appears at least ln m/10 times in S[j], we show that Ω(ln m) of these
appearances correspond to proposals made by disjoint students. This will complete the proof
of Step 1. To this end, define E to be the event in which each student makes at most 4
(possibly redundant) proposals in any round of DA (r). We show that E holds with high
probability. See that by Lemma B.1, the probability that each student makes more than 4
offers in each round is at most (r/m)4 = (4/q)4 m−2 . A union bound over all students and
all rounds implies that E holds with probability at least 1 − 4(4/q)4 m−1/2 .
Proposition A.4. E holds with probability at least 1 − 4(4/q)4 m−1/2 .
By Propositions A.3 and A.4, E(c) ∧ E holds with probability at least 1 − m−1/40 −
4(4/q)4 m−1/2 . To complete the proof of Step 1, just note that when E(c) ∧ E holds, c must
have received proposals from at least ln m/40 disjoint students.
Step 2 In this step, we will show that with high probability, the number of students who
have listed c in one of their top k positions is a sub-logarithmic function of m. For any
student s, let Zs be a binary random variable that is 1 iff s lists the school c on one of her
P

top k positions. Let µ = E
s∈S Zs . Note that since the preferences are uniform, it follows
P
that P [Zs = 1] = k/n, which means µ = k. We prove that with high probability, s∈S Zs is
not much larger than its mean. This is done by applying the following version of Chernoff
bounds:
"
P

#
X

Zs > θµ <

s∈S



eθ−1
θθ

µ
,

(1)

which holds for any θ > 1. Let the right-hand side of (1) be denoted by f (θ) and observe
√
that by setting θ = ln m, f (θ) approaches 0 as n approaches infinity.16
Step 3 Let E ∗ be the event in which school c receives at least ln m/40 proposals during
DA (r) and at most θk students list c among their top k choices. As a consequence of
Steps 1 and 2, we know that E ∗ holds w.h.p., i.e., with probability at least 1 − m−1/40 −
16

In fact, the proof works for any non-constant function that grows slower than ln m, i.e. θ = o(ln m).
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4(4/q)4 m−1/2 − f (θ). Notice that
E [Xc |E ∗ ] ≤ θk ·

√
q
= 40kq/ ln m.
ln m/40

Using this, we can write

√
 
E [Xc ] ≤ 1 − m−1/40 − 4(4/q)4 m−1/2 − f (θ) · 40kq/ ln m

+ m−1/40 + 4(4/q)4 m−1/2 + f (θ) · k.

(2)

Now, observe that the right-hand side of (2) approaches 0 as m approaches infinity. This
completes the proof.

A.2

Proof of Theorem 4.1

Before proving Theorem 4.1, we extend the definition of DA (k) by specifying which “seat”
each student takes if accepted to a school. Label each seat with a unique label, and let L
denote the set of labels of all q available seats. In each round of DA (k), when a student
s proposes to a school that has empty seats, one of the empty seats is chosen uniformly at
random (among all the empty seats in that school) and is assigned to that student. This is
the only change that we make to DA (k); as this is not a structural change, we still denote
this process by DA (k).
Proof for Part (1) of Theorem 4.1. The main idea behind the proof to define a much simpler
process, DA00 (k), which, roughly speaking, leaves more students unassigned at the end of
round k. We next analyze DA00 (k) and use the number of unassigned students in it as
an upper bound on the number of unassigned students in DA (k). More precisely, suppose
that P : Z+ → R+ and P 00 : Z+ → R+ respectively denote the PMFs of the number of
unassigned students in DA (k) and DA00 (k). Then, we show that P stochastically dominates
P 00 . Because of this stochastic domination, we only need to prove the bounds (stated in the
theorem statement) for DA00 (k); the identical bounds will hold for DA (k).
We define DA00 (k) in two steps. In Step 1, we convert DA (k) to DA0 (k) (a random process
slightly more complicated than DA00 (k)). This conversion is done so that P stochastically
dominates P 0 , the PMF of the number of unassigned students in DA0 (k). In Step 2, we
convert DA0 (k) to DA00 (k) while ensuring that P 0 stochastically dominates P 00 .
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We start by defining DA0 (k): This process involves k rounds. In each round, εq new
students show up and, one by one, they propose to a school picked uniformly at random.
When a student s proposes to a school that as at least one empty seat, then one of the
empty seats in that school is chosen uniformly at random and is assigned to s. Otherwise,
if the school is full, s is rejected in that round. Lemma C.1 shows that P 0 is stochastically
dominated by P .
Next, we convert DA0 (k) to DA00 (k) while ensuring that P 00 is stochastically dominated
by P 0 . We start by defining DA00 (k): this process involves k rounds. In each round, εq new
students show up and, one by one, they propose to a school picked uniformly at random.
When a student s proposes to a school, she picks one of the seats uniformly at random among
all the available q seats; her proposal in that round is accepted iff the seat is empty. Lemma
C.2 shows that P 00 is stochastically dominated by P 0 .
To prove the theorem, we first prove the bounds given in the theorem statement for
DA00 (k) (instead of DA (k)). Stochastic dominance then implies that the bounds hold for
DA (k) as well. More formally, suppose that Uk00 denotes the number of unassigned students
at the end of DA00 (k). We then show that there exists a random variable ∆00 such that
Uk00 ≤ εq + ∆00 , where E [∆00 ] ≤ e−εk q and, moreover, w.h.p. ∆00 is not much larger than
µ = e−εk q, in the following sense (Chernoff concentration bounds):
−δ 2 µ

P [∆00 > µ(1 + δ)] ≤ e 3
 δ−1 µ
e
00
P [∆ > δµ] ≤
δδ

∀0 < δ < 1
∀δ > 1

This will prove the theorem.
Given the above definition for DA00 (k), it is straightforward to verify that in each round,
each seat will receive a proposal with probability

1
qm

= 1/q. We use this fact to prove the

theorem. For any seat l ∈ L, let Xl be a binary random variable that is 1 iff seat l is empty
at the end of DA00 (k). By considering applications sent out by the εqk students (arriving
over k rounds) we have:

εq k
1
E [Xl ] ≤
1−
≤ e−εk .
(3)
q
P
P
Let ∆00 = l∈L Xl ; since E [∆00 ] = l∈L E [Xl ], we have E [∆00 ] ≤ e−εk q, which is the promised
claim. For the concentration result, just note that the variables Xl are negatively correlated,
which means Chernoff bounds are applicable.
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Proof of Part (2) of Theorem 4.1. We assume that d = 0; almost the same proof works for
the general case when d = o(q). Thus, we present the proof assuming that n = q.
Proof of Part (a) We run the process from round 1 to round k. We prove that in
each round j, the expected number of unassigned students is at most θn/j, where θ ≥ 1 is a
constant that we will set later. The proof is by induction. The induction base is j = 1, which
holds trivially. Suppose that the induction hypothesis holds for j = i; for the induction step
we need to prove that E [Ui+1 ] ≤ θn/(i + 1).
Notice that each empty seat remains empty (at the end of round i + 1) with probability

 Ui
1
at most 1 − qm ; since the number of empty seats is equal to the number of unassigned
students, we then have:

E [Ui+1 |Ui ] ≤ Ui

1
1−
n

−Ui /n

≤ Ui e

Ui



Ui
≤ Ui 1 −
,
2n

where the last inequality is due to e−x ≤ 1 − x/2, which holds for all 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. Then, we
take another expectation from both sides of the above inequality to imply that


Ui2
E [Ui+1 ] ≤ E Ui −
.
2n
Now we can use linearity of expectation and then Jensen’s inequality to write
 2
E [Ui ]2
Ui
.
≤ E [Ui ] −
E [Ui+1 ] ≤ E [Ui ] − E
2n
2n
We are almost done. First note that if we have E [Ui ] = θn/i, then we get
E [Ui+1 ] ≤ E [Ui ] −

E [Ui ]2
(θn/i)2
≤ θn/i −
.
2n
2n

Since for any θ ≥ 2i/(i + 1), we have
θn/i −

(θn/i)2
≤ θn/(i + 1),
2n

and so by setting θ = 2 we always get
E [Ui+1 ] ≤ θn/(i + 1).
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This proves the induction step if E [Ui ] = θn/i. But on the other hand, note that the function
g(x) = x − x2 /(2n) is an increasing function of n for all x < n. So, even when E [Ui ] < θn/i,
we have
E [Ui ]2
2n
(θn/i)2
≤ θn/i −
≤ θn/(i + 1),
2n

E [Ui+1 ] ≤ E [Ui ] −

as long as we have θn/i ≤ n, which holds for all i ≥ 2. This completes the induction step.
Thus, we have shown that E [Uk ] ≤ 2n/k for all k ≤ n. This proves the theorem.
Proof of Part (b) We prove that w.h.p. in any round j, we have Uj ≤ θn/j, where
θ = 2 + ε0 . The induction base is j = 1, which holds trivially. Suppose induction hypothesis
holds for j = i; for the induction step, we prove that w.h.p. we have Ui+1 ≤ θn/(i + 1).
Then a union bound over all steps ensures that w.h.p. every step holds.
Before proving the induction step, notice that we can safely assume that Ui ≥ n2/3+ε .
Otherwise, we have
θn/(i + 1) ≥ n2/3+ε > Ui ≥ Ui+1 ,
which would prove the induction step. Now, suppose E denotes the set of empty seats at
the beginning of round i. For any l ∈ E, let Xl be a binary random variable that is 1 iff l is
P
empty at the end of round i. Note that Ui+1 = l∈E Xl . We prove that w.h.p. Ui+1 is not
too large, in the following sense.
Claim A.5. Let ζ = Ui (1 − 1/n)Ui , then for any positive δ < 1 we have:
P [Ui+1 > ζ(1 + δ)] ≤ e−

δ 2 n2/3+ε
6

.

(4)

We remark that this is not a direct corollary of Chernoff concentration bounds since
{Xl }l∈E are neither independent nor negatively correlated. We prove (4) as follows.
Proof of Claim A.5. We define a random process B, which is in correspondence to round i
of DA (k). B is in fact a simple “balls and bins process,” defined as follows. In B, students
propose to the same school as in (round i of) DA (k); however, when a student s proposes to
a school c, student s picks one of the q seats in c uniformly at random. Then, s is accepted
to c iff the seat she picks is empty.
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0
Let Ui+1
denote the number of empty seats at the end of B and suppose that P, P 0
0
respectively denote the PDFs of Ui+1 , Ui+1
. The proof is done is two steps. First, we prove

that P stochastically dominates P 0 . Then, we prove the promised bound for the random
0
variable Ui+1
∼ P 0 (instead of Ui+1 ∼ P ). The stochastic domination property then implies

that the bound holds for Ui+1 as well.
To prove stochastic domination, we use a simple coupling argument as follows. We start
running round i of DA (k) and define B based on the evolution of DA (k). Unassigned
students in B submit proposals in the same order as (in round i of) DA (k). Suppose that in
DA (k), it is the turn of an unassigned student s, who proposes to seat ls from school c. Let
E(c), E 0 (c) denote the set of empty seats in c in the processes DA (k) , B, respectively. We
use the variable ls0 to denote the seat for which s in B proposes to, and define it as follows:
1. If |E(c)| = q, then ls0 = ls .
2. If |E(c)| < q, then with probability |E(c)|/q let ls0 = ls , and with probability 1− |E(c)|/q
let ls0 = l0 , where l0 is a seat picked uniformly at random from the set of full seats in c.
0
It is straightforward to see that in any sample path we have Ui+1 ≤ Ui+1
; i.e., the coupled

process (B) will have more unassigned students than DA (k). This holds simply because B
never allocates a seat that was not allocated in round i of DA (k). In other words, our
coupling guarantees that E(c0 ) ⊆ E 0 (c0 ) always holds during the process, for any school
0
in any sample path, P stochastically dominates P 0 . Consequently,
c0 ∈ C. Since Ui+1 ≤ Ui+1

in order to prove the claim, we just need to show that
 0

δ 2 n2/3+ε
P Ui+1
> ζ(1 + δ) ≤ e− 6 .
To this end, let Xl0 be a binary random variable that is 1 iff seat l is still empty at the end
 0 
P
0
= l∈E Xl0 . Let µ0 = E Ui+1
. Since the random variables {Xl0 }l∈E
of B. Note that Ui+1
are negatively correlated (which holds by the definition of B), we have
 0

δ 2 µ0
P Ui+1
> µ0 (1 + δ) ≤ e− 3 ,
for any δ > 0. Because of the stochastic dominance, we have
P [Ui+1 > µ0 (1 + δ)] ≤ e−
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δ 2 µ0
3

.

(5)

To complete the proof, we compute an upper bound µ0U and a lower bound µ0L for µ0 . We
then plug these values into (5) to get
P [Ui+1 > µ0U (1 + δ)] ≤ e−

δ 2 µ0L
3

,

(6)

which proves our claim.
First, we compute µ0U . Fix a seat l and an unassigned student s; notice that in B,
this seat receives a proposal from s with probability at least 1/(qm) = 1/n. Consequently,
P [Xl0 = 1] ≤ (1 − 1/n)Ui , which implies that µ0 ≤ Ui (1 − 1/n)Ui . Thus, we set
µ0U = Ui (1 − 1/n)Ui .
To find µ0L , notice that in B, s proposes to l with probability at most
P [Xl0


= 1] ≥ 1 −

1
q(m − i)

 Ui
≥1−

1
.
q(m−i)

So we have

Ui
n − qi

≥ 1/2,

(7)

where (7) holds with very high probability by Lemma B.2. So, we can set µ0L to be any
number not larger than Ui /2. Now, recall that we assumed Ui ≥ n2/3+ε . So, we can safely
set µ0L = n2/3+ε /2.
Note that ζ = µ0R , and plug the values for µ0L , µ0R into (6); this completes the proof:
P [Ui+1 > ζ(1 + δ)] ≤ e−

δ 2 n2/3+ε
6

.

We use Claim A.5 to prove the induction step; this is done by finding the δ for which
ζ(1 + δ) ≤ θn/(i + 1); after finding such δ, we plug it into (4) and complete the proof. From
the latter inequality, we should have:
δ≤

θn
− 1.
ζ(i + 1)

(8)

So, to find the right value for δ, we provide an upper bound on ζ and plug it into the
right-hand side of (8). This is done as follows.

U


1 i
Ui
−Ui /n
ζ = 1−
≤ Ui e
≤ Ui 1 −
,
n
2n
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where the last inequality is due to e−x ≤ 1 − x/2, which holds for all 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. Using the
induction hypothesis, we can rewrite the above inequality as:


θn/i
,
(9)
ζ ≤ θn/i 1 −
2n

Ui
where in writing (9) we have used the fact that Ui 1 − 2n
is an increasing function of Ui
for all Ui < n.
By plugging (9) into (8) we get δ ≤ ε0 /i. Since i ≤ n1/3−ε , we can set δ = ε0 nε−1/3 .
Now, we are ready to finish the proof using (4). Recall that our choice of δ guarantees that
ζ(1 + δ) ≤ θn/(i + 1). So, we can use (4) to write
P [Ui+1 > θn/(i + 1)] ≤ e−

δ 2 n2/3+ε
6

.

Since we have δ = ε0 nε−1/3 , we can rewrite the above bound as
P [Ui+1 > θn/(i + 1)] ≤ e

−(ε0 )2 n3ε
6

.

(10)

To complete the proof, we just need a union bound over all rounds: (10) holds for all i with
0 2 n3ε /6

probability at least 1 − ke−(ε )

, i.e., with very high probability.

Finally, we provide here a counterpart for Theorem 4.1 for the case in which students
are on the short side. The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1; accordingly, we
omit the proof.
Theorem A.6. Let Uk denote the number of unassigned students given that students submit
proposals for only their k most preferred schools under the MTB rule.
1. If n = (1 − ε)q for some constant ε ∈ R+ , then:
(a) E [Uk ] ≤ e−εk n,
(b) Uk is not much larger than µ = e−εk n, in the following sense: (Chernoff bounds)
−δ 2 µ

P [∆ > µ(1 + δ)] ≤ e 3
 δ−1 µ
e
P [∆ > δµ] ≤
δδ

∀0 < δ < 1
∀δ > 1

2. If n = q − d for some d = o(q), then:
(a) E [Uk ] ≤ 2n/k for all k ≤ m, and
(b) W.v.h.p. Uk ≤ (2 + ε0 )n/k, for all ε, ε0 > 0 and k ≤ q 1/3−ε .
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B

Proofs of Lemmas used in Theorem 3.2

Proof of Lemma A.1. The proof contains two main steps. Fix any round of DA (r) and
suppose that there are more than mδ empty schools at the beginning of this round. This
also means that there should be at least qmδ unassigned students. In the first step of the
√
proof, we will prove that with high probability, at least O( m) of the unassigned students
get assigned by the end of this round. Then, in the second step, we will use a union bound
over all r rounds to show that with high probability, we have at most mδ empty schools at
the end of round r.
First, we show that if there is a subset E of empty schools with size at least mδ at
√
the beginning of a round, then with high probability O( m) students must get assigned to
these schools by the end of this round. For each s ∈ E, let Xs be a binary random variable
that is set to 0 if school s is still empty at the end of this round and is set to 1 otherwise.
Each unassigned student then proposes to school s with probability at least 1/m, and the
δ

probability that s receives no proposals by the end of this round is at most (1 − 1/m)qm .
Since this quantity is at most
δ

δ−1

(1 − 1/m)qm ≤ e−qm

≤

1
qmδ−1
≤
1
−
,
1 + qmδ−1
2

we have Xs = 1 with probability at least qmδ−1 /2. This means that E

P

s∈E

Xs



≥

qm2δ−1 /2. We show that with high probability, the sum is not too small relative to its
mean.
To prove the latter fact, we use a Chernoff bound on the set of variables {Xs }s∈E .
A straightforward calculation shows that these variables are negatively correlated, and so
Chernoff bounds are applicable. Let µ = qm2δ−1 /2. By Chernoff bounds we have
"
#
X
−2 µ
P
Xs ≤ µ(1 − ) ≤ e 2 .
s∈E

Setting  = 1/2 implies
"
P

#
X

Xs ≤ µ/2 ≤ e−

qm2δ−1
16

.

s∈E

So far, we have shown that if |E| ≥ mδ at the beginning of a round, then, with probability
at least 1 − e−

qm2δ−1
16

, at least qm2δ−1 /4 of the schools in E will not be empty at the end
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of that round. Using a union bound over all the r rounds implies that with probability
1 − r · e−

qm2δ−1
16

, we have at most max{mδ , m − r · qm2δ−1 /4} empty schools by the end of

round r. Observing that r · qm2δ−1 /4 ≥ m proves the lemma.
Proof of Lemma A.2. Let E1 be the event that DA (r) observes at least m − mδ different
schools in the sequence S. By Lemma A.1, E1 happens with high probability. Also, let E2
be the event that S[l] does not contain m − mδ different schools. Lemma D.1 shows that
E2 happens with high probability. A union bound over the probabilistic bounds provided
by Lemmas A.1 and D.1 implies that E1 ∧ E2 happens with probability at least 1 −
2δ−1

− qm16

r·e

mδ +1
et

−

. When E1 ∧ E2 is true, DA (r) reads a prefix of length at least l from S, which

means it makes at least l proposals.
Lemma B.1. Fix a student s. The probability that s makes more than 4 proposals in any
round of DA (r) is at most (r/m)4 .
Proof. Suppose that we are in round t. Since there are at most r rounds, s has made at
most r proposals so far. The probability that s makes 4 redundant proposals is then at most
(r/m)4 .
Lemma B.2. Suppose that we are running DA (k) with n = q. Denote the expected number
of unassigned students at the end of round 1 by U1 . Then, the following holds:
1. E [U1 ] ≤ q/e.
2. For any positive δ < 1, U1 is not larger than (1 + δ)q/e with very high probability.
Proof. We prove the lemma for when q = 1. It is straightforward to use a coupling argument
(similar to the coupling in the proof of Claim A.5) and show that the same bounds hold for
q > 1. For each school c ∈ C, let Xc be a binary random variable that is 1 if and only if c
has received no proposals by the end of round 1. Notice that
P [Xc = 1] = (1 − 1/n)n ≤ e−1 .
So, we have E [U1 ] =

P

c∈C

(11)

E [Xc ] ≤ n/e, which proves Part 1. To prove Part 2, we use the

negative correlation of random variables {Xc }c∈C to apply Chernoff concentration bounds.
To this end, first we need to give a lower bound on E [U1 ]. See that
P [Xc = 1] = (1 − 1/n)n ≥ e−1.01 ,
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which means that E [U1 ] ≥ ne−1.01 . Using this lower bound and the upper bound given by
(11) we can write the following bound, which completes the proof:


−δ 2 n
P U1 > ne−1.01 (1 + δ) ≤ e 3e ,
∀ 0 < δ < 1.

C

Couplings required for the proof of Theorem 4.1

Lemma C.1. Let P : Z+ → R+ and P 0 : Z+ → R+ respectively denote the PMF of
unassigned students in DA (k) and DA0 (k). Then, P stochastically dominates P 0 .
Proof. To prove stochastic domination, we couple the random process DA0 (k) with DA (k);
i.e., we start running DA (k) and define another random process DA0 (k) based on the evolution of DA (k). We define this coupling so that the resulting process DA0 (k) becomes the
same process as DA0 (k).
Suppose that we are in round i of DA (k); the coupling is then defined as follows. Let
q = q and let Q = {s1 , . . . , sq } denote the first q unassigned students visited in DA (k). Also,
let Q0 = {s01 , . . . , s0q } be the q new students arriving in round i of DA0 (k). We define the
proposals of the students in Q0 based on the proposals made by the students in Q. Suppose
that sj has applied to the subset Hj ⊆ C of schools in previous rounds, and is applying to
(a new) school cj in this round. Suppose E(c), E 0 (c) denote the set of empty seats in any
school c ∈ C respectively in the processes DA (k) , DA0 (k). Our coupling would guarantee
that E(c) ⊆ E 0 (c) always holds during the process.
Moreover, suppose that lj denotes the seat (from cj ) that sj is assigned to; set lj = ∅ if
sj is rejected from cj . We now define the proposal made by s0j in round i of DA0 (k). Let lj0
denote the seat for which s0j submits a proposal to, and define it as follows:
1. With probability |Hj |/m, s0j applies to a school c picked uniformly at random from Hj .
If E 0 (c) = ∅, then let lj0 = ∅; otherwise, let lj0 be an empty seat selected uniformly at
random from c.
2. Otherwise (with probability 1 − |Hj |/m), s0j applies to cj . If E 0 (cj ) = ∅, then let lj0 = ∅.
If E 0 (cj ) 6= ∅, then with probability

|E 0 (cj )−E(cj )|
,
|E 0 (cj )|

let lj0 be a seat picked uniformly at

random from E 0 (cj ) − E(cj ); and with probability 1 −
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|E 0 (cj )−E(cj )|
,
|E 0 (cj )|

let lj0 = lj .

Define U 0 k to be the number of empty seats at the end of DA0 (k). It is straightforward to
see that in any sample path we have Uk ≤ U 0 k ; i.e., DA0 (k) will have more empty seats than
DA (k). This holds simply because in any round i, DA0 (k) never allocates a seat that was not
allocated in DA (k). Since Uk ≤ U 0 k in any sample path, then P stochastically dominates P 0 ,
the PMF of the number of unassigned seats at the end of DA0 (k). To complete the proof, it
is enough to observe that DA0 (k) is the same random process as DA0 (k), by definition.
Lemma C.2. Let P 0 : Z+ → R+ and P 00 : Z+ → R+ respectively denote the PMF of
unassigned students in DA0 (k) and DA00 (k). Then, P 0 stochastically dominates P 00 .
Proof. To prove stochastic domination, we couple the random process DA00 (k) with DA0 (k);
i.e., we start running DA0 (k) and define another random process DA00 (k) based on the
evolution of DA0 (k). We define this coupling so that the resulting process DA00 (k) becomes
the same process as DA00 (k).
Suppose that we are in round i of DA0 (k); the coupling is then defined as follows. Let
q = q and let Q0 = {s01 , . . . , s0q } be the q new students arriving in round i in DA0 (k). Also,
let Q00 = {s001 , . . . , s00q } be the q new students arriving in round i of DA00 (k). We define the
proposals of the students in Q00 based on the proposals made by the students in Q0 . Suppose
that s0j applies to school cj in this round; s00j also applies to cj . To complete the definition of
our coupling, it remains to define the seat assigned to s00j . Suppose lj denotes the seat (from
cj ) that sj is assigned to; set lj = ∅ if cj is full (and so cannot accept sj ). The seat assigned
to s00j in the process DA00 (k) is denoted by lj00 and is defined as follows:
1. If cj is full in DA0 (k), then let lj00 be a seat picked uniformly at random from the set of
seats in cj .
2. Otherwise, let E(cj ) denote the set of empty seats in school cj in the process DA0 (k).
With probability 1 −

|E(cj )|
q

let lj00 be a seat picked uniformly at random from the set of

full seats in cj . Otherwise (with probability

|E(cj )|
),
q

let lj00 = lj .

Define U 00 k to be the number of empty seats at the end of DA00 (k). It is straightforward
to see that in any sample path we have Uk0 ≤ U 00 k ; i.e., DA00 (k) will have more empty seats
than DA0 (k). This holds simply because in any round i, DA00 (k) never allocates a seat that
was not allocated in DA0 (k). Since Uk0 ≤ U 00 k in any sample path, then P 0 stochastically
dominates P 00 , the PMF of the number of unassigned seats at the end of DA00 (k). To complete
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the proof, it is enough to observe that DA00 (k) is identically the same random process as
DA00 (k), by definition.

D

Missing proofs

Lemma D.1. Let l < m(ln m − t) for some t > 0. Then, with probability at least 1 −

mδ +1
,
et

S[l] contains fewer than m − mδ different schools.
Proof. Let ζ = m − mδ . For any i ≥ 1, let Xi be a variable that denotes the smallest integer
j such that S[j] contains i different schools. Define X0 = 0. Note that since S is a random
variable, so is Xi . Also, define Zi = Xi − Xi−1 for all positive i. It is straightforward to
see that Zi is a geometric random variable with mean

m
.
m−i+1

We provide a (Chernoff-type)
Pζ
concentration bound such that the random variable Z =
i=1 Zi is highly concentrated
around its mean. To do so, first notice that




P [Z < β] = P e−θZ > e−θβ ≤ E eθβ−θZ .

(12)

Now we use the independence of Zi ’s to rewrite (the right-hand side of) (12):
ζ
Y
 θβ−θZ 


θβ
P [Z < β] ≤ E e
=e ·
E e−θZi .
i=1
ζ
θβ

=e

·

Y
i=1

1−

m−i+1
· e−θ
m
(1 − m−i+1
)
m

· e−θ

,

(13)

where (13) is due to Proposition D.2. Then, we choose θ = 1/m and use the fact that
e1/m ≥ 1 + 1/m to bound the right-hand side of (13)
P [Z < β] ≤ e

θβ

·

ζ
Y
i=1
ζ

≤ eθβ ·

1 + 1/m − (1 −

Ym−i+1
i=1

· e−θ

m−i+1
m

Y
i=1
ζ

= eθβ ·

1−

m−i+1
· e−θ
m
(1 − m−i+1
)
m

m−i+2

m−i+1
)
m

= eθβ ·

m−ζ +1
.
m+1

Plugging β = m(ln m − t) into (14) implies that
P [Xζ < m(ln m − t)] ≤ e−t (m − ζ + 1) =
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mδ + 1
.
et

(14)

Then, recall that l < m(ln m − t). Thus, this bound says the probability of seeing ζ different
schools in S[l] is at most

mδ +1
.
et

The lemma is proved.

Proposition D.2. Suppose that X is a geometric random variable with mean 1/p. Then


pe−θ
for any θ > 0 we have E e−θX = 1−(1−p)e
−θ .
Proof.
∞
 −θX  X
E e
=
p(1 − p)i−1 e−iθ
i=1

=

E

∞
X
i
pe−θ
p
·
(1 − p)e−θ =
1 − p i=1
1 − (1 − p)e−θ

A few simple properties of STB

Proof of Proposition 3.3. Without loss of generality, assume that students are ordered from
1 to n. When it is the turn of student i + 1 to select a school, there are already i assigned
students. The probability of success at each attempt made by student i + 1 is at least
m−i/q
= q−i
. So, the expected number of
m
q
q
by q−i . Consequently, the expected total
n
X
i=1

attempts made by student i + 1 is upper bounded
number of attempts made is upper bounded by

q
= O(q · (ln q − ln min{q − n, 1})).
q−i

Now consider the two cases of q ≥ n and q < n separately and plugging them into the above
expression proves the lemma.
Proof of Proposition 3.4. Suppose that students are ordered from 1 (highest priority) to n
(lower priority) in the tie-breaking. It is easy to see that if instead of running DA, we run
Random Serial Dictatorship (RSD) in this order (student 1 choosing first), we will get exactly
the same outcome. Now, notice that in RSD, student i gets his top choice with probability
Pt q−i
q−i
at least m−i/q
,
which
is
at
least
.
Thus
i=1 q ≥ t/2 proves the first claim. The second
q
q
claim can be proved using a Chernoff bound. We omit the full proof here.
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